Let L be a Riesz space, {x n : neN} be a sequence in L, x e L, and veL + , then {x n } converges v-uniformly to x, written x n -*x (ΐ -unif.), if there is a sequence {a n ) of real numbers such that a % \ 0 a,nd I x n -x | ^ a n v for each n in N. A sequence {x n } of elements of L is said to converge relatively uniformly to xeL, written v n -*x (r.u.) , if x n~+ x (v-VLniΐ.) for some v in L + . If S is a subset of L, define S' ru to be the set of x in L such that there exists a sequence {x n }S=S with x n ->x (r.u.) . A subset S of L is said to be relatively uniformly closed if S ~ S' ru , and the relatively uniformly closed sets are exactly the closed sets for a topology, the relative uniform topology τ ru , on L. For an arbitrary subset S of L the set S τru is called the relative uniform closure of S and is denoted by S r \ The relative uniform topology and its relation to the order structure on L have been investigated in some detail. (See [2] .) We note here that although Sξ^S' ru QS ru for every set S in L, it is not necessarily true that S'
Recall that L is said to have the σ-property if every sequence of elements of L is contained in a principal ideal, i.e., given any sequence {u n } in L + , there is a sequence {λj of positive numbers and an element ueL + such that u n <; X n u for each neN.
In particular if L has a strong unit, it has the (7-property. The following is a theorem of T. Chow [2] Now let p be a Riesz norm on L. It is well-known that if (L, p) is a Banach lattice then the norm topology τ P and the relative uniform topology coincide. Since τ ru is determined intrinsically by the order structure of L, this shows that the norm topology is intrinsic for a Banach lattice and that, in this case, L has the σ-property. Even if L is not ^-complete, it is of interest to determine the relation between the norm topology and the relative uniform topology. Luxemburg Here u n \ p 0 means u n \0 (in order) and p(u n )-+0. The main element in the proof is due to Luxemburg and appears as Lemma 1 in the present paper. In Theorem 2 the assumption that L has the σ-property guarantees a certain "richness" of elements in L (in lieu of L being norm complete). As we shall see the assumption that L has the σ-property may be replaced by the assumption that L is locally complete (i.e., every order interval is ^-complete). Indeed we need assume only that (L, p) has the local ^-property, a property defined below which is weaker than both the σ-property and local completeness (Theorems 4 and 5). Roughly (I/, p) has the local σ-property if locally (within order intervals) L almost has the σ-property.
We include here for reference the following definition from [1] (ii) Except for (4) » (5), wo we o/ ίfee reverse implications hold. ( (5) Suppose there is a subsequence {u n]c } such that u %k S v* for all k. In this case we may assume u nk Φ u for all k. Let S be the solid set generated by {u nje : k e N). Since ueS p there exists by assumption a sequence {vj} in S so that Vj->u (r.u.) . Pick kj for each j e N so that 0 ^ ^ <; % njfe .. Since w ΛJb ^ u for any &, we may assume that the sequence of integers {n kj } is strictly increasing. Then we have that 0 <; u -u njt . ^ u -v ό for all i, so w njfe . *^u(r.u.). Similarly if there is a subsequence {u %k } such that w^ ^ ' M, for all Λ, then arguing as above (with w -u replacing u) we again conclude that {u n } has a subsequence converging relatively uniformly to u. Now we may assume u n^u and u ^u n for all w. Again let S be the solid set generated by {u n : n e N}. Again ueS p so there exists a sequence {v d } in S so that % -> u (r.u.). If for some w and infinitely many j we have ^ ^ u n then w Λ ^ u which is a contradiction. Thus we may assume that we have a strictly increasing sequence {%} of integers so that v ό <; u nj for each i. Now repeating the argument with the sequence {w -u nj } 9 we find that we may assume that for each j 6N there exists z ά such that 0 <* z d ^ w -u nj and z. -+w -u (r.u.) . Part (ii) of Theorem 3 follows from Examples 1-7 below.
EXAMPLE 1. ((1) =*> (2)). In this example we have
In the Riesz space of all sequences let K be the ideal generated by the sequences z
and let L be the ideal in ΐ[ neN K n consisting of those x such that there exist m and r in N and λ e iϋ (all depending on x) such that if n > m then | x n (j) \<*Xn r for all j e N. Note that if xeL then for n sufficiently large #"(•)£<4>. We define a norm p on L by defining Pn{%) = Σ \ χ *ψ\ for xeL and neN.
For each xeL there exist m and r 6Nand λei? such that if n > m we have p n {x) ^ λ n r Σ T hus we may define p by (i) We show next that every relatively uniformly closed ideal is a band and hence norm closed. This implies (1) since the relative uniform closure of an ideal is again an ideal. (Note that this shows that the particular choice of Riesz norm p is unimportant.)
Let A be a relatively uniformly closed ideal in L. Let M{ (n, j): x n (j) Φ 0 for some x e A}. We assert that A consists exactly of those x e L such that
For each m and p in N define x {m > p) by (#*(i) iί n ^ m and j ^ p (0 otherwise .
Since for each m and p in iV the set {(w, i): #Γ )P) (i) ^ 0} is finite, it follows that α?
(w>ί)) 6 A. We assert that for each m we have that TM.) and that α; Since a^m for all i.
(ii) To complete the example we exhibit an ideal I such that Γ ru Φ T ru . Let I be the ideal of all xeL such that for some m and p (depending on x) x n (j) -0 iί n > m oτ j > p. By the argument above we see that T u = L. Now if w e ΐ ru then for w sufficiently large, u n (.) is the uniform limit of sequences with finite support, i.e., for n sufficiently large lim^ u n (j) = 0. Thus the element e defined by e n (j) = 1 for all n and j is in Ί ru = L but is not in ΐ ru . Then p(f n ) ^ l/(n + 1) + l/(n + 1) for all n, henee f n \ P 0. Now if h e L + and Ύ(h) > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that for all
Thus Λ 7* 0 (Λ-unif.) and it follows that f n -/> 0 (r.u.).
( It follows that 7(w) = 0 which is a contradiction. Thus (L, | tf) does not have the local ^-property. (5)). In this example u n \ p 0 implies u n -> 0 (r.^.) but τ> ^ τ rM on every order interval. Let L be the Riesz space of all real-valued continuous functions / on [1, oo) such that there exists a = a(f) with f(x) = f(ϊ)/x for x ^ a. Let p be the maximum norm. Note that the function u(x) = 1/x is a strong unit in this space.
(i) We show that (L, p) has property (3), i.e., if u n \ p 0 then u n -+Q(r.u.).
So assume w Λ |^0 and let ε > 0. Pick n ι so that p(u n ) < ε. Then ^% 1 (1) < ε and by definition there exists a ;> 1 such that if x^a then w %1 (α;) < e/a?. Hence \ί n^n x then w w (a?) < ε/x for x ^ α. Now pick n 2 ^ Wj . such that iί n^n 2 then jθ(ΐO < ε/α. Then u n2 (x) ^ ε/α ^ ε/x for a? 6 [1, a] . Thus for w ^ n 2 we have tt Λ ^ ε/x and so % n -• 0 (1/x -unif.).
(
ii) We show that (L, p) does not have property (5). (Recall (4) <=> (5).)
Define u n e L such that u n (n) = l/n, u n {x) = 0 if x ί [^ -1, n + 1], and 0 <: w n ^ I/a? for all x and w = 1, 2, . Then u n~+ 0(ρ) but no subsequence converges to 0 relatively uniformly. Thus τ p Φ τ ru on order intervals in L. (6)). In this example τ ru = τ p on order intervals but not on principal ideals. For each n e N let v n be the sequence defined by vjjt) -k n for n = 1, 2, . In the Riesz space of all sequences let L be the ideal generated by {v n : n e N}. We define a Riesz norm p on L by setting Since v m (ft) = I/ft v w+1 (ft), it follows easily that w M -> 0 (v m+ί -unif.).
EXAMPLE 4. ((5) =^>
(ii) We give a principal ideal A o in L for which the norm and relative uniform topologies do not agree. Let u be the constant sequence u(k) = 1 for all ft and let A o be the principal ideal generated by u. Note that we have shown in (i) 
->0 (r.^.). Thus τ^ = τ ru on every principal ideal (ii) We give a sequence which is norm convergent to 0 but such that no subsequence converges relatively uniformly to 0. Thus
Then p(x {r) ) = 1/r -> 0, but clearly no subsequence converges relatively uniformly. Note that the local σ-property is not enough to conclude (3) => (5). Example 3 shows this since the Riesz space in that example has a strong unit. ". Then if 0 ^ « ^ u x and 2 <; α^, we have z ^ m^au. Now proceeding by induction, we obtain a positive decreasing sequence {u n } in L and a sequence of positive integers {m n } so that p(u n -tt Λ _i) < ε/ (2 w+1 ) and if 0 ^ 2 ^ av w and zt=ku n then 2 <; m^α^^.i <; m n au. Now {t6^} is a decreasing p-Cauchy sequence, so by assumption there exists an increasing ^o-Cauchy sequence {y n } such that p(u n -3/J-*0. Since p(u -u n ) < ε/2 for all n, there exists n 0 such that ^(u -y no ) < ε and ^0 ^ w Λ for all w. Then we may set w = y Λ0 and /8* = m k for ft = 1, 2,
We include here examples to show that for a normed Riesz space (L, p), the σ-property and the property that every lower element in the /^-completion is also an upper element are independent. EXAMPLE 8. Let L be the Riesz space of continuous functions on [0, 1] and let p be the L Γ norm. Then L has the σ-property since it has a strong unit but (L, p) does not have the property that every lower element in the ^-completion is also an upper element. EXAMPLE 9. This is the same as Example 4. Here (L, p) is locally complete but it does not have the σ-property, since the particular sequence {v n } is not contained in a principal ideal.
REMARKS. 1. Note that if L has a strong unit u then if τ p = τ ru on order intervals we have τ 9 = τ ru on L, i.e., (5) ==> (8). To see this let ρ u be the uniform norm on L generated by u, i.e., p u (x) = inf{λ: I a? I <^ λu}. Now suppose {f n } is a sequence such that p(f n )~*Q but p u (f n ) y> 0. Indeed we may assume p u (f n ) ^ n for each n. Then [l/ρ u (f u )]f n -> ()(/?) and the sequence [1/ Pu (f n )]f n is order-bounded, so there exists a subsequence which converges uniformly to 0, a contradiction. Thus every /9-convergent sequence is order-bounded and the result follows.
2. If L has the σ-property then τ p = τ ru on principal ideals implies τ p = τ ru on L, i.e., (7) => (9), since every sequence is contained in a principal ideal.
